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Transportation Funding
We continue to follow and communicate with the 
members of the PA House of Representatives – both 
Republican and Democrat.  The topic of transportation 
funding is a continuing subject of discussion across PA and 
has bi-partisan support.  As of the date of this writing it 
appears that the 2nd and 3rd weeks of November may be 
the time set for voting and passage. 

CALL TO ACTION
Many of you in GOH, including family members, have been 
actively communicating with you local Representatives.  
To let you know it HAS MADE A DIFFERENCE to move 
the vote in the direction to support funding.  WE THANK 
YOU.

GOH has been a strong supporter of the Central 
Pennsylvania Institute of Science and Technology (CPI).  
We recruit and have employed many highly qualified 
students who have graduated from this institution.  On 
November 1, we will dedicate a new $10 million facility 
for training people in heavy construction, diesel mechanics, 
and other related skills.  This is a giant stride forward for 
our school districts and the people who take advantage of 
the training available through this facility.

As Paul Harvey would say, “The REST of the story”. . . as 
an employer in these fields of study … transportation, 
mechanics, heavy machinery operations, etc – we at this 
time are looking at decreasing opportunities to employ 
these highly skilled young people and adults without some 
measurable upside to our Pennsylvania economy.

With Pennsylvania’s wide range of infrastructure needs, 
deferred maintenance, needed road capacity upgrades 
and having the “distinction” placing #1 in the nation for 
“bad bridges”, the skills that these CPI graduates bring to 
our economy should become vital to employers in the PA 
construction industry.

This new facility at CPI presents an opportunity to fast 
track young people in jobs that currently are limited or not 
available. The need is there for Pennsylvania infrastructure 
and the opportunities for the future employment of many 
young people and adults is there also.  

LET’S GET IT TOGETHER!!!

Broadening our Work Horizons
As you can observe from the Quarterly, and earlier 
editions we have moved west and southwest to provide 
our construction services and products to a new service 
area.  Most of the work has been energy related.  This is 
where our customers and work opportunities are so we 
go where there is work! 

On the Cover . . . 
the R. Miller Pad
GOH Started the R. Miller pad for Chesapeake 
Energy on July 29th. The lease road for this project 
had twin 60 inch culvert pipe to allow for access 
across a stream.  This stream, which you could step 
across, would increase beyond the capacity of the 
pumps with the smallest amount of precipitation. 
After the pipe and head walls were installed, the 
earth moving commenced. The lease road required 
13,000 cubic yards of fill and the pad excavation 
consisted of 50,000 cubic yards. The project was 
completed on September 6th. I would like to thank 
everyone who worked on this location for a safe and 
great looking project!  Well done.

 Jeff Yeager
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Tammy Milroy Update 
Tammy Milroy was struck by a 3rd party motor 
vehicle traveling at a high rate of speed on June 18th 
of this year up on Route 6 in Wellsboro PA.  Tammy’s 
progress from that day on has been nothing short of 
miraculous.  Her will and determination to return to 
100% have been  inspirational to all of us.  Keep up 
the hard work Tammy! 

Article continued at top
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Gulfport Energy Corporation is an Oklahoma City-based 
independent oil and natural gas exploration and produc-
tion company with its principal producing properties lo-
cated along the Louisiana Gulf Coast and in the Utica Shale 
of Eastern Ohio. Based on estimates from Ohio’s Depart-
ment of Natural Resources, the Utica Shale Formation of 
Eastern Ohio has a recoverable potential of 1.3 billion to 
5.5 billion barrels of oil and 3.8 trillion to 15.7 trillion cu-
bic feet of natural gas. Gulfport continues to be enthusi-
astic about the potential of their Utica asset and believe they have first class acreage in the core of this rapidly 
developing play. 

In the first part of July this year, GOH met with Gulfport officials to introduce our services and develop a work-
ing relationship.  Since that day our crews have hit the ground running. GOH has currently completed six small 
projects for them:  one culvert replacement for a township access road, two storm water damage repairs, a pad 
re-grading for a drilling rig and two pad underdrain retrofits. At this time GOH is working on five different jobs 
for Gulfport including three road jobs. On August 30th GOH was awarded our first major dirt job for Gulfport, 
building a pad and pond with 53,000 cubic yards of dirt to be moved.  The pad was completed in the FDR stage 
on October 5th. 

 
We look forward to working with Gulfport in the months to come. 
Our relationship with the customer is a direct reflection of the high 
quality of work that our employees produce day in and day out. For 
that, I would like to thank all of the operators, labors, and truck 
drivers. Without these personnel we would not be able to provide 
the quality of work our customers expect.  A special thanks to 
Doug Schrantz and Gulfport Energy for giving us the opportunity 
to work and demonstrate the quality of work GOH provides. 
         
 

Greg Reichman

Bridge and piling crews under the direction of Dave Myers 
and Bill Dover working on the new Seda-COG Railroad 
Bridge over Loyalsock Creek in Montoursville.  Crews are 
working on the temporary support and excavation on the 
east abutment and driving bearing piles on Pier #1. 
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Hydro Recovery expanding into Washington County, Pa.
Hydro Recovery and Hawbaker Engineering have recently completed a contract agreement for the planning 
and design of an Oil and Gas wastewater treatment facility in western Pennsylvania.  As a direct result of the 
successful service the Blossburg and Antrim facilities provide to the Oil & Gas industry, Hydro Recovery will 
expand its geographical service area to better serve its client base.  The Washington County site is an ideal lo-
cation to serve industry needs within the Tri-State area.  The proposed facility will be modeled after the Bloss-
burg plant but with an enhanced treatment and storage capability.   

We are very pleased to continue our ser-
vice as a valued team member for Hydro 
Recovery.  Each facility has come with 
its own unique challenges, and Eric Kann 
and his design and engineering team look 
forward to another demanding endeavor. 
It is a real pleasure working with both 
the leadership and support personnel at 
Hydro Recovery and we look forward 
working with them again; as we strive 
to plan and design enhancements that 
will continue to serve the ever changing 
needs of the customer.

Bob Mellott

Westward Ho! 

Aerial view of the Blossburg Treatment Plant

DIRE STATES Tour begins at Penn State!
On Tuesday, Oct. 8, Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc. 
hosted a luncheon in cooperation with the 
Chamber for Business and Industry in Cen-
tre County (CBICC) and Case Construc-
tion Equipment to focus on the transpor-
tation issues and get the message out to a 
broader audience.  We kicked of the event 
with guest speaker, Dan McNichol and his 
trusty, rusty 1949 Hudson at the Penn Stater 
who initiated their Dire States Tour to bring 
home the message that “Infrastructure plays 
a vital role in our quality of life, getting from 
one place to another safely and advancing 
the economic stability of the entire country.  
We are a nation that is still standing on the 
edge of a fragile recovery, and finding way to 

move these projects forward will help create jobs and spur economic development and prosperity.”  Dan sees his 
beat-down set of wheels as the perfect metaphor for our current infrastructure:  old, rusty, and energy defunct.  
His presentation and slide show of deteriorating roads and bridges set an excellent stage for our second speaker, 
Secretary of Transportation, Barry Schoch, who further clarified that the choice to either build or neglect infra-
structure has a wide impact on Pennsylvania from the overall safety of the traveling public to economic develop-
ment, commerce and to job creation.

Dan Hawbaker, Per Christianson (aka “The Hudson Whisperer”), 
PDOT Secretary of Transportation, Barry Schoch, and Dan McNichols
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On December 31st 2012 RioCan purchased the as-
set’s of Cedar Run Development Corp. who GOH, Inc. 
had worked for in the past and was a snow removal 
customer at the time they sold to RioCan at the Loyal 
Plaza in Williamsport PA.  We completed a successful 
snow season with Rio-
Can and have also just 
recently completed a 
35,000 SY paving overlay 
project with them at this 
same location.  

RioCan is Canada’s larg-
est real estate invest-
ment trust exclusively 
focused on retail real 
estate. There core strat-
egy of owning and man-

aging community-oriented neighborhood shopping 
centers anchored by supermarkets, together with a 
rapidly expanding mix of new format retail centers. 
RioCan owns and manages Canada’s largest portfo-
lio of shopping centers with ownership interests in 

a portfolio containing 
an aggregate of over 84 
million square feet. Rio-
Can also owns interests 
in a number of grocery 
anchored shopping 
centers in the United 
States located in the 
Northeastern United 
States and Texas.  

     
Joe Reighard

RioCan Real estate 
investment tRust 

New Address for the GOH Recycle Center 
The GOH recycle center in State College will 
soon change its address to 110 Hawbaker 
Industrial Drive.  Jim O’Conner has spent 
the past four years literally reshaping the face 
of the earth on top of a former city landfill.  
The result is a facility that will serve the 
construction industry and general public for 
many years.  The site of our former operations 
will become an innovative food composting 
operation by the Borough of State College.  
The new entrance off of Hawbaker Industrial 
Drive will feature easier and safer access.  The 
greatest operational change will introduce 
certified truck scales (pictured), which will 
enable us to provide customers with more 
accurate loads and prices and be directly tied to the Command Alkon system used throughout the company in 
all other scale house operations. 
 
The development of the recycle center has been a real success taking in materials from projects throughout the 
area, eliminating longer hauls and creating products like crushed concrete that are leaving the center for another 
useful life as excellent fill or sub-base.  Later this fall we will officially open the new address with new products 
and greater services which we look forward to publicizing.  Coming soon will be the announcement of an official 
ribbon cutting.  

COMING SOON!
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On Tuesday September 17th Mr. Bruce Buckle from Montoursville High School brought his 11th Grade Economics 
class over to GOH, Inc. for a tour of Hagermans Run aggregate plant, the Montoursville asphalt plant and the 
GOH construction operations for the educational benefit to his class to discuss what is involved in running these 
operations. Bryan Frey and Joe Reighard led the class tours and explained the process of the quarry operation.  
Next they showed how aggregate is incorporated into the asphalt at plant 15.  There was a strong emphasis not 
only on the economic benefits, but the environmental advantages of R.A.P. (recycled asphalt products).  They 
showed how recycled asphalt shingles are now being used in our mixes.  Later they had a classroom session 
in the conference room discussing the economics involved in running an asphalt manufacturing/construction 
operation overviewing the various raw materials, recycled materials, safety requirements, energy needs, capital 
investments required, and workforce needs, just to name a few. The class was very interested and engaged and 
left with a greater knowledge of just what it takes to run these types of operations.  

Joe Reighard

A Lesson in Economics for Montoursville High

Front Row:  Payton Lynch and Alyssa Kriner
Back Row:  L to R:  Bryan Frey, Trevor Williams, Trevor Dodge, Connor Moran, 
Weston Bushyeager, Connor Bassett, Scott Swift, Tucker Bastian, Andrew Klepper, Joe Reighard

Williamsport, PA-Aug 14th, GOH Driver Jeff Bingaman 
transporting the Little League World Series teams of Latin 
America and New England during the Grand Slam Parade. 
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On September 10, 2013 the Slabtown Bridge, which crosses Loyalsock Creek on Route 973 was dedicated to 
George E. Logue, Sr, who passed away Oct. 30, 2012.  It was a great honor to his life and to his family.  George’s 
daughter, Carolyn, commented, “I can’t imagine an honor greater than this.  When I think of Dad, these types of 
things meant so much to him.  This is saying to him, ‘this is a life well lived.’ He spent his life engineering roads 
and bridges.”

Howard Bike Trail
Back in the fall of 2012, GOH was the apparent low bidder for the Howard Borough Bike Trail in Howard, PA.  
The project consisted of the construction of a 10’wide by 3200 ft long paved bike path through the middle of 
town with parking access areas at both ends.  The project was funded by PDOT. 

The bike path fell within the Borough’s Right of Way which at one time was a part of the local Rail-Road system.  
The path passes through the Borough’s Central Park and provides access to the Howard Area Military Memorial 
as well as the Howard Elementary School.

A ribbon cutting ceremony was held on the evening of September 24th, 2013 and many from the community 
attended as well as the local Representatives, PDOT officials, and community leaders who made the project 
come to fruition.

Prior to the ceremony, a bike rodeo was held for the local children at the Elementary School.  A lot of people 
do not know it, but Pennsylvania has a Bicycle Helmet Law that requires children under the age of 12 to wear 
a helmet while riding a bike in PA.  In an effort to ensure that children without helmets were not turned away 
from the rodeo, GOH, along with a few others, donated a variety of boys and girls helmets in different sizes.  Any 
helmets left over after the rodeo were given to the Principal of the Elementary school to be distributed to kids 
in need of one in the future.

The bike path looks like it will be well used by the Howard Community.  A special thanks to the crews of Project 
Superintendent, Joe Friday, and Paving Foremen, Dave Duck & Denny Claar for another job well done.

Josiah Murray
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22nd Annual GOH Charity Golf Outing:  
July 20, 2013

Thanks to our very generous sponsors and loyal golfers we had another very successful Charity Golf 
Outing.  Again this year, we took over both Penn State Golf Course for the morning AND afternoon 
flights.  Over 250 golfers enjoyed the great food and great fun all while helping a number of worthy causes.  

With the support of our sponsors, the GOH Charity Golf Outing has provided over $876,000 to nu-
merous charitable organizations.  The GOH Golf Committee and recipients of your generosity cannot 
express enough thanks to all of you for participating.

Mark your calendars now for July 19, 2014.  We are sure to have another great event with the help of all 
of our sponsors and volunteers.  The committee of Gary Bagshaw,  Scott Burkett, Traci Capperella, Leslie 
Conklin, Todd Glenn, Tim Kessling, Bob Mellott, Randy Pollock, Joe Reighard, Mike Rock and Scott Yoder 
hope to see you there!

Anyone wishing to participate or volunteer for the 2014 event can contact any committee member.

Our 2013 Beneficiaries: 
 The Children’s Aid Society of Mercer County
 The River Valley Regional YMCA
           Leek Hunting & Mountain Reserve
           Housing Transitions, Inc.
           Children’s Dyslexia Center
           Make A Wish Foundation
  
Our Gracious Corporate Sponsors:
 Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir
           Best Line Leasing
 Centre Concrete Company
 Cintas Corp – State College
 Cleveland Brothers Equipment
 Douglas Explosives, Inc.
           Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
 Fulton Bank
 Green Acres Contracting Co., Inc.
 Groff Tractor & Equipment
 JJ Powell Inc./Snappy’s
           Habermehl Consulting
 M&T Bank
 McNees, Wallace & Nurick
           Omni Food Concepts
 Outback Steakhouse
 ParenteBeard LLC
           PNC Equipment Financial
 Portadam, Inc.
 Striewig Bonding Agency, Inc.
 WW Engine & Supply/Mack Trucks Inc.

8
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September 12th 2013 a ground breaking ceremony was held at the future site of the new Williamsport YMCA.  
GOH Charity Golf outing donated $50,000.00 towards the capital campaign for this project.  GOH, Inc. is also 
performing the sitework for the project.  The new facility should be up and running within 1 year
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Williams –Transcontinental Gas Pipeline (Trans-
co) operates 4 interstate natural gas pipelines 
which connect the Leidy  storage fields in Tama-
rack, PA with the natural gas users in New York 
City and along the east coast. Hurricanes Lee and 
Irene caused significant erosion to the stream 
bed and banks where these lines cross Loyalsock 
Creek exposing the tops of the gas lines. 
 
Foremen Harry Worthington , Nathan Lundy 
along with operators Jim Gleason , Keith Daly 
and  Marvin Huling, supported by the folks at 

Pleasant  Gap and Hagerman Run quarries constructed a large wall rock J- hook weir  across the western half 
of the creek  and placed over 6000 tons of R8 rip rap to restore the stream bed and bank. GOH has maintained 
a long standing relationship with Transco for repair work of this nature and is proud to be selected to complete 
this project.

        Chris Logue, P.E. 

Stream Bank Stabilization on Loyalsock Creek

GOH is pleased to announce the acquisition of the E & J Quarry located in MASTEN, Pennsylvania in the north-
east corner of Lycoming County.  Former owners, Ed and Julie Minnier, along with 2 E&J employees will join the 
GOH team.  This quarry will supply gas pad aggregate as well as PDOT-approved products, with a very strong 
reserve base.  The Minniers have developed relationships with local townships and the DCNR.  We welcome 
them to GOH and look forward to working with them!



Breast cancer screening is the most important step you can take to protect yourself against breast cancer.

There are three main types of screenings for breast cancer. Talk to your doctor about the screenings that are right 
for you, and when you should have them done.

 • Mammogram. If you are 40 or older, getting screened for breast cancer could save your life. A 
  mammogram is a simple screening and is one of the best ways to detect breast cancer. When caught  
  early, the odds of recovery are much higher. Women ages 40 and older should have a mammogram (or at  
  any age if there are risk factors), once a year or as recommended by your doctor. 
 
 • Clinical breast exam. A clinical breast exam is an examination by a doctor or nurse who uses his or her  
  hands to feel for lumps or other changes in the breast or underarm (armpit).
 
 • Breast self-exam. A breast self-exam is when you check your own breasts for lumps, changes in size or  
  shape of the breast, or any other changes in the breasts or underarm (armpit). 

Different people have different warning signs for breast cancer. Some people do not have any signs or symp-
toms at all. 

Some warning signs or symptoms of breast cancer are:

 • New lump in the breast or underarm (armpit). 
 • Thickening or swelling of part of the breast. 
 • Irritation or dimpling of breast skin. 
 • Redness or flaky skin in the nipple area of the breast. 
 • Pulling in of the nipple or pain in the nipple area. 
 • Nipple discharge other than breast milk, including blood. 
 • Any change in the size or the shape of the breast. 
 • Pain in any area of the breast. 

Keep in mind that some of these warning signs can happen with other conditions that are not cancer. If you have 
any signs that worry you, be sure to see your doctor right away.

11
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we ARe …..working in buckeye Country!!
The Ohio operations kicked off the 2013 construction season with snow removal.  Our crews were asked to 
maintain roads and assist in many rig moves throughout the winter. When the snow stopped we moved right into 
building pads for Chesapeake Energy. GOH has constructed seven well pads and started the eighth pad on September 
30th. The road maintenance for Chesapeake has increased with the addition of a Dura Patch machine deployed to 
patch existing paved or chipped roadways. Matt Parker has taken on the reasonability of this crew and has proven to 
a skeptical audience that this procedure is a viable solution for the heavily traveled rural roads.

GOH was also awarded a well pad and large impoundment for Rex Energy near Quaker City, Ohio. This site consisted 
of 60,000 cubic yards of dirt and a mile long lease road. With a tight schedule and double shift operations, deadlines 
were met by the diligence of our staff working 24/7 safely and productively.

GOH also performed a wet land mitigation project for Mark West. The wet land rehabilitation was completed and 
fence installed after the pipe line was in place and backfilled. Both the property owner and the customer were well 
satisfied with the results of the project.

With the increased activity, GOH hired Waldon (Tommy) Roberts to manage the Chesapeake projects.  Additional 
changes in staffing are William (Fred) Patterson stepping into the General Superintendent position in early April.  
Kevin Saffell was hired as a senior foreman and has many years experience in the oil field building well pads and lease 
roads. Greg Reichman was hired and has taken the responsibility of the Gulfport projects. Sam Pendolino is our new 
estimator working out of the New Philadelphia office.

Gulfport Energy is also a new customer to the Ohio operations as stated in the company profile written by Greg 
Reichman. 

I would like to thank all of the Ohio based personnel for their persistent efforts on safety, quality and productivity! 

Jeff Yeager, VP Ohio Regional Construction

Matt Parker Greg Reichman

Sam Pendolino

Tommy Roberts Kevin Saffell Fred Patterson
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Are You a Workplace 
Outsider?                                    
 
Social psychologist Abraham Maslow observed 
many years ago that friendship and validation by 
others is more than a mere desire – it’s actually 
an important need. Having friends contributes 
significantly to our sense of self esteem and 
wellbeing. But as many of us first discovered in 
grade school, being even a little bit “different” 
can diminish our acceptance and trigger little acts 
of disdain. “They are often small events that are 
hard to prove, like gestures, words, treatment and 
tone of voice,” according to management 
consultant Natalie Holder-Winfield. “They may 
not even be intentional but they stem from an 
inherent bias against someone perceived as 
different. And they can be very hurtful.” 
 
But according to career blog site Jobacle.com, 
there are proven ways to develop genuine 
relationships at work without compromising 
one’s unique interests, values or culture. 
 
 Be yourself. It’s never advisable to pretend to 

be someone who you aren’t. Friendships 
based on a false persona will never be 
genuine, satisfying or sustainable.    

 Celebrate your individuality: Despite 
society’s embrace of diversity, many workers 
sense a detachment from “the group” because 
they are in some way different. Realize that 
your uniqueness defines you and make an 
effort to reach out to co-workers without 
compromising your individuality. If they can’t 
accept you, that’s really their problem, not 
yours! 

 Maintain good humor: Sure, being rejected 
can really hurt. But it’s not an excuse to hide 
in one’s personal silo. Remain approachable. 

           
                                            
                    
 Be approachable:  Avoiding eye contact and 

detaching from others telegraphs an 
unmistakable message that one is not 
“available” to co-workers. Simple smiles and 
friendly words will greatly accelerate the 
development of positive relationships. 

 Be a team player: A sure way of gaining 
respect in any work group is to be 
accountable, productive and cooperative. In 
spite of personality, lifestyle or cultural 
differences, co-workers will respect a hard 
worker! 

 Take the high road: Sometimes the 
workforce becomes divided into various 
cliques. Affiliating with a particular clique 
may seem an easy way to achieve 
acceptance. But remaining a “free agent” 
who tries to get along with everyone is the 
best way to foster relationships with a broad 
spectrum of co-workers. Steering clear of 
cliques also eliminates toxic workplace 
politics, rivalries and drama. 

 
Remember that professional EAP counselors are 
available to discuss your particular situation and 
help you generate ideas to foster positive 
relationships at work. Simply dial the toll free 
number below to start a dialogue.  

September 2013 
Newsletter 
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If you’ve traveled westbound on Interstate 80 lately you may have seen one of various phases of reconstruction 
of the westbound Rest Stop in Columbia County.    GOH, Inc is working to complete a rebuild of the truck 
parking area and off-ramp with concrete pavement along and a bituminous overlay of the car parking lot.   
Numerous challenges have been encountered and handled professionally by everyone involved with the 
project.  Several large undercut areas were addressed as well as three extensive pipe runs that were added.  
Furthermore, through extreme diligence by both Ken and Jim Stewart, PennDOT granted the ability to use 
a high range water reducer mix, allowing for large pours that covered three lanes at once.  
 
The ability of the crews of Waylon Lyons, Jimmy Stewart, Rich Lightner, Ryan Hamer, and Mike Dick to 
overcome and adapt to obstacles encountered is greatly appreciated.  They consistently work to create a 
safe, positive work environment, which in turn is producing a successful project.  A special thanks also goes 
to Hawbaker Engineering for quickly working with Columbia County Conservation district to increase 
the NPDES permit area and give us the ability to waste everything onsite.  This project has been a great 
example GOH’s teamwork and capacity to anticipate issues and work toward creative solutions.  Thanks 
to all involved in this project!

Josh Haladay  

Rest Stop – Columbia County I-80
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BABY ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Alan Bradford and Kayse Shoff
Congratulations to Alan and Kayse on the birth of their daughter Leah Anne Bradford.  
She was born July 15, 2013 at Mount Nittany Medical Center.  Leah Anne weighed 6lbs., 
6 ounces and measured 19 1/2 inches in length.  

Alan is an equipment operator for GOH, Inc. based out of State College.  Leah Anne has 
two older siblings Ally and Reagan.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

John R. and Kacie M. Halfhill
Congratulations to John and Kacie on the birth of their daughter Taylor Mae Halfhill.  Taylor was born June 19, 
2013 at the Mount Nittany Medical Center.  She weighed 7lbs., 2 ounces and measured 21 inches in length.

John and Kacie both work for GOH, Inc.  John is an Asphalt Plant Operator at the Pleasant Gap facility, and Kacie 
is a Customer Service Clerk for Transportation based in Pleasant Gap. Congratulations on the addition to your 
family!

Chris and Katrina Stein
Congratulations to Chris and Katrina on the birth of the daughter Ayla Elizabeth Stein.  Ayla was born June 12, 
2013 at Geisinger Medical Center in Danville, PA.  She weighed 7lbs., 6 ounces and measured 19 ½ inches in 
length.

Chris is a Project Manager/Estimator for GOH, Inc. based out of the Montoursville area.  Katrina is an Office 
Manager for Crossroads Counseling, Inc.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

Pictured above, Joe Liegey and Gabriel Spencer
Under the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Training Program, GOH provides on the-job training 
opportunities to minorities and females to improve their potential for construction employment. Gabriel Spencer 
completed the Skilled Laborer Bridge program on job 12263, 30 August 2013.
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Have you returned your Raystown Lake Activity Registration form to GOH yet?

Activities include: Water Park and Mini Golf, Caricatures by Chip Mock, Proud Mary Showboat cruises, 
Dinner at the Lodge to celebrate retirees and years of service, Breakfast under the Marina Tent and 
plenty of lakeside fun! On-site lodging and camping is available for those wishing to enjoy the 
whole weekend at the Lake. 

WE ARE ~ PENN STATE!!
Bring your family out to the Lake and enjoy time with co-workers and family!

From Penn State University:

“We would like to express to you our appreciation for the 
outstanding work your crews did this summer for Penn State 
University . . . . our main contact throughout the project was 
professional and easy to work with and took his work very 
seriously.  All of your crews performed their jobs well and 
professionally.

The Brumbaugh Hall sidewalk and parking lot project was 
also a challenging project successfully completed by G.O. 
Hawbaker.  The project had multiple phases to accommodate 
Penn State camps and other special events with many 
stakeholders. During a challenging July with unseasonable  
amounts of rain, pedestrian and vehicle intrusions into the 
job site as well as changing conditions,  your crews met every 
interim milestone for each of the five phases of the project. 
The quality, skill, dedication and leadership (of your Field 
Leaders) are to be commended.

 We have been involved with the summer paving program for 
many years and this is by far the best work we’ve seen done. 

Thanks again for the outstanding work that your organization 
performed this year.”
 
Sincerely,
The Pennsylvania State University

We discovered this 
roadside message 
after paving Rte 346 
out of Bradford.  

CUSTOMER COMMENTS

From Range Resources-Appalachia, LLC:

“I just wanted to express to you my appreciation for the 
caliber of work completed by your crews and management.  It 
has been a pleasure working with your crews this past season, 
and each of the men who have worked on these projects 
should be proud of jobs well done.”


